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Principles of goal setting

• Content: specific

• Intensity: difficult yet attainable – but how 
challenging is challenging?

• Hard to set goals - various mediators and 
moderators between goal setting and 
performance



Potential of benchmarking

• Fair evaluation – avoid distortion by 
uncontrollable factors

• Appropriate goals – greater legitimacy, 
suitably challenging

• Identify performance gaps

• Facilitate learning

• Reduce distance between best and worst 
performers



Method for setting challenging goals

Target for highest 
performers

Target for lowest 
performers



Performance evaluation
of partially achieved targets

Change in performance of 
the unit

Relative change in 
performance compared to 
other units

Incentive/Bonus

Worse All units worsen Not applicable – external 
factors dominate individual 
unit efforts

Worse Worse than median No

Worse Better than  median Yes

Better Worse than median Yes

Better Better than median Yes



Implementation in Valencia

• Pay of individual employees is also related to 
their performance

• Performance is published

• Most of the indicators report a reduction of 
variability in the performance of health 
departments



Implementation in Tuscany

• CEOs reward system is related to overall 
organisational performance, but not individual 
staff

• Rewards also based on percentage of indicators 
improved rather than individual indicators 
(reduce tendency to focus on particular 
indicators)

• Performance is published (top 10 units only)

• Have led to very positive results both in terms of 
improvement and variation reduction



Conclusions

• Framework seems to be useful and adaptable 
to different contexts

• Can also be applied to individuals – further 
study needed to see if this produces different 
results



Big issues

• Plausible process, but much is left to judgement
– On what basis can it be said to be fair (or objective)?

– Doesn’t seem to answer the question “how 
challenging is challenging”?

– Why preferable to other methods (E.g. data 
envelopment analysis)?

• Applicability to individual level – what do the 
theory and the experience indicate?

• Demonstrates implementation, but evidence of 
impact is weak (perhaps its in the papers cited)?


